
Dear Customer

At BCX, we’re proud to introduce the HUAWEI IdeaHub, the latest smart office for your clients’  

meeting / board rooms, open office areas, or home office. This cutting-edge screen includes an 

interactive whiteboard, professional video conferencing, and access to various applications, making 

it ideal for digital collaboration between the work and home office. Your clients can connect up to 20 

devices and still maintain top-quality 4k UHD for stable presentation sharing.

Huawei’s Ideahub is the next-generation in ultra-HD video collaborative telepresence endpoints that 

facilitates collaboration through integrated whiteboarding, content sharing, and audio and video 

conferencing functions. The Ideahub supports collaborative sharing of local and remote whiteboards, 

allows content sharing and reverse control over the content source from the Ideahub, and features 

a built-in intelligent camera for close-up of focus areas and speakers. These functions can be accessed 

through the Ideahub’s touchscreen or voice commands recognized by its artificial intelligence 

(AI) voice assistant.

 

Huawei Ideahub is a powerful intelligent collaborative conferencing system. Integrated with an Artifical 

Intelligence (AI) engine, it enables users to focus more on meeting content and enhances user conference 

experience through intelligent voice assistant, automatic speaker tracking and other new capabilities. 

Huawei Ideahub effectively enables you to replace your projector, projector screen, conference terminals, 

conference control tablet, whiteboard, flipchart and microphone all in one device. 

BCX is able to provide to our clients both a once of cash price for this very unique offering within 

the market, as well as, a per month pricing to meet our clients budgetary requirements as defined 

within the table breakdowns below per product category. Should you have higher quantity requirements 

BCX can provide a further competitive quotation dependent on your volume requirements.

Idea Hub Pro 65 inch Idea Hub S 65 inch 

TERM QUANTITY

Cash Price

12 Months

36 Months

60 Months

1

1

1

1

Idea Hub Pro 86 inch Idea Hub S 86 inch 

For pricing and availability, please contact Vickesh Dhookie on vickesh.dhookie@bcx.co.za

Regards,

The BCX Team
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